Company Overview
Focused on building the premier vertically integrated cannabis company
in Colorado, Schwazze (OTCQX: SHWZ) is the parent company of a
portfolio of cannabis businesses spanning seed to sale vertical integration,
as well as cultivation consulting, supplies and nutrients. Schwazze derives
its name from the pruning technique of a cannabis plant to promote
growth. Embracing a data-driven belief in the full potential of the cannabis
industry to improve the human condition, Schwazze has a highperformance culture with a focus on analytical decision making. The
company's leadership team has deep expertise in mainstream CPG, retail,
and product development at Fortune 500 companies as well as in the
cannabis sector. Customer-centric thinking inspires Schwazze’s strategy
and provides the foundation for the Company’s operational playbooks.
Medicine Man Technologies, Inc. was Schwazze’s former operating trade
name. The corporate entity continues to be named Medicine Man
Technologies, Inc.
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Disclaimer
Except for the historical information contained here in, the matters discussed in this document are forward-looking statements that involve risks and
uncertainties, including but not limited to business conditions and the amount of growth in our industry and general economy, competitive factors, and
other risks detailed from time to time in the Company's SEC reports, including but not limited to its annual reports on form 10-K and it's quarterly
reports on Form 10-Q. The company does not undertake any obligation to update forward-looking statements. All trademarks and brand name are the
property of their respective companies.

